Historicon 2019: New Spaces in New Places
by Russ Lockwood
Historicon 2019 rolled into the Lancaster Marriott/Convention Center
located in the center of town, about 15 minutes or so driving time west of the
Host.
We arrived around noon on Thursday, quickly checked into the
Marriott, and while I headed up with the luggage to the 18th floor, Dan
found a parking space in the adjacent garage. The next closest parking
garage was a block and a half away westward, with another garage two
blocks eastward. Other garages dot the city, but anyone with a cart full
of terrain and figures would probably have second thoughts about such a
hike.
The walk from the next nearest parking garage via an alley…and the gamer and cart.

Indeed, I snapped a photo from my room on the 18th floor that
had a gamer pushing an overloaded cart through the alley towards the
hotel. He'd move about 30 or 40 feet, stop for a moment, move another
bit, stop, and so on. It took him more than a few minutes to make that
stretch. On the other hand, a guy carrying one box zipped by him.
HMGS provided volunteers and locked space for umpires and
flea marketers who unloaded. I saw folks taking advantage of it, so that
was a good thing overall. I can't say how it worked all convention or if
there was a wait, but I imagine some snafus occurred with the
convention at a first-time venue. Why the above fellow didn't take
advantage of the loading bay offload and volunteers is not known.
That said, the convention was packed with games and gamers
Thursday through Saturday. Sunday, per usual, was typically light.
As the latest humid heat wave was upon us, I give kudos to the
air conditioning folks -- it was cool the entire time. If it had a hiccup, I
never felt it. This is a first-class facility.
A typical room in the tower.

Thursday: Walkabout
We arrived around noon and after unpacking and a lunch at the
hotel's Penn Square Grill in the atrium, which supplied excellent fare
compared to the Host, it was walkabout time. Of course, every day was
walkabout time, but Thursday was as good a day to start as any.
Off I set out to familiarize myself with the layout of the place, stopping
and oogling the terrain set ups. Admittedly, Thursday was light on gaming, but
heavy on chatting with folks I see at conventions.
Pre-game look.

Friday: Siege of Paris
I signed up for the Friday version of Siege of Paris, where the French
defended the city against the Vikings. Historically, according to GM John
Spiess, the French surrendered somewhat readily. The gamers manning the
25mm walls with 200 individually-based figures were made of sterner stuff. We
Vikings, all 600 figures strong with siege towers and ladders, were equally
determined. Both sides had heavy catapult artillery and the French sported oil

cauldrons and rocks, not to mention a considerable force of archers -tossing one die per archer looking for a 6 -- among the 200 figures.
The French set up.

We loaded up the longships with any mixture of archers and
axemen we wanted. Learning that three Viking archers were needed to
toss one die, I opted for 18 archers among the two boats and the other
40 or so figures were axemen spread between my two longships. I
pushed a siege tower in front of one and both carried some ladders.
I also had two heroes, Wrathbar the Dainty and Vengebar the
Cuddly, one per boat, to urge the lads along. These leaders were +2 in
melee, a bit better than the mass of +1 axemen and the +0 archers.
Vikings close on the shore
through a French arrow storm.

Siege Tactica
GM John mostly
used the siege rules from
Medieval Tactica -- a
brilliantly simple set of
rules for conducting siege
operations. It is not,
repeat not regular
Medieval Tactica rules. I
said mostly because GM
John made some
modifications.
For example,
ladders were immediately
up, whereas original
Siege Tactica made the
attacker roll with a die
modifier equal to the
number of fellers (up to
4) carrying the ladder to
see if the ladder was
placed.
After that wrinkle, it
was d6 vs d6 with the defender
getting a +1 for the wall
advantage plus whatever figure
die modifier they were fighting
with. Thus, a regular axe Viking
got a d6+1 versus a defending
French archer of d6+0 (archer
modifier) + 1 (wall). It was an
even up roll.
Russ (tan shirt) looses a chuckle at
some French bon mot. GM John (cap)
shares in the joke. Photo by Dan.

If the French put a men
at arms defender at the top of the
ladder, then the Frenchman would get d6+1 (men at arms modifier) + 1 (wall).

If the French defender defeated all Vikings on the ladder
(usually four), the ladder fell. If a Viking defeated the Frenchman, the
Viking was placed atop the wall.
The siege tower, equivalent to three ladders, used the same
process, only the French defenders did not get the +1 for wall
advantage.
The Vikings land at the long walls on Turn 2.

After all scaling operations finished, a second round of combat
occurred between the Vikings on the wall and French defenders in the
section. No wall advantage here, just d6 vs d6 with figure die modifier.
All figures in the section participated, one at a time, until either the
French killed off the Vikings on the wall, or, the Vikings cleared the
wall section of French defenders. If the latter, the Vikings could shove
as many men into the wall section as would fit (usually about a dozen
or two).
However, at one point, GM John whipped out a deck of
medieval-themed cards and replaced the die rolls with
comparison of cards. It only lasted one round on my
section of wall, and may have been some sort of French
ploy.
A subset of the combat occurred with the heavy
catapult artillery, which could bombard walls, siege
towers, or longships. Each of these three targets took 20
hits before being destroyed. I'm not sure how many hits
a catapult inflicted, but my siege tower got pinged for
four at one point.
Another subset was the tossing of rocks and
pouring of oil upon a ladder. The first Viking was
automatically eliminated and the rest were killed via a
diminishing die roll. They were pretty lethal as I recall.
When your longship emptied, you went back for
another boatload of Vikings.
When one-third of the total force was killed,
morale checks occurred. Finally, any die that fell off the
table was an automatic failure.
My Viking storm ashore, Turn 2. Chips are damage to the tower.

The Bar Brothers Pick a Spot
Wrathbar the Dainty and Vengebar the Cuddly
ordered the horns of attack sounded. The rowers sped up
their strokes as the rest of the force angled their shields
against the French arrow storm.
Wrathbar looked to his left upriver, watching
longships head for the long section of the wall. He looked right, watching other longships head for the
pier and the short section of the wall. He locked eyes with his brother Vengebar, who was already
screaming out his war oath:
Thor! Thor!
Blood and gore!
We'll drink,
and pillage,
'til we snore!

An arrow thunked into Wrathbar's
shield. He peeked over the shield. By his
count, 49 archers crowded the ramparts.
That's a lot of archers, he thought. Every
so often, he heard a cry and a splash as
one found a mark. His own bowmen
loosed shafts in return. Most broke
harmlessly on the wall. Rarely did a body
tumble from the crenellations.
My brave Vikings in the siege tower and in the
ladders to the right, prepare to assault the wall,
albeit with fewer warriors than disembarked.

Wrathbar shouted, “Onward,
men! We will be in Paris in the morning.”
Meanwhile, a French soldier on
the top of the wall heard the boast and
yelled, “You don’t frighten us, you Viking
pig dogs! I blow my nose at you and all
your silly Viking Beerezickers!” He then
made rude gestures with his thumbs in his
ears and taps of his helmet with the back
of his hand.
“Now, see here!” Wrathbar
retorted. “Yield and we will spare—“
“I don’t want to talk to you no
more you empty-headed dung heap
shoveler. Your mother was a hamster and
your father smelt of elderberries! Now, go
away or I shall taunt you a second time!”
Enraged even more, Wrathbar
roared out his own battle cry:
Odin! Odin!
See our fight!
If we don't win,
We dine tonight!
The raft carrying the siege tower bumped ashore.
At once, his men pushed the tower towards the wall. His
brother's boat grounded seconds later. Ladder-carrying
warriors raced to the wall.
The siege tower shuddered from a direct hit by a
catapult-tossed rock, but still the men shoved it closer.
Arrows spun some of his men to the ground, their bodies
tossed aside or stepped over. More longships struck ground
and the warriors leapt the sides and waded ashore.
The ladders went up first. Vikings scaled the
distance, but most tumbled as they reached the top. Oil and
rocks, but no cows, stashed along the wall, burned and
crumpled many more. Still, axemen vied to reach the top.
First one, then two slayed the defending
Frenchmen, but the inevitable counterattack swept those
bold Norsemen from the walls.
Siege tower drops the drawbridge, giving a Viking foothold.

Siege Tower Assault
That's when the siege tower
planted the drawbridge across and
warriors raced across. Now, it was
more of an even fight.
Russ points to another victim, as “Carter”
(back to camera) wipes the walls of Vikings.

With axemen from tower and
ladders, Wrathbar cleared a section
of wall and Vengebar was in the
process of clearing a second section
when a French man-at-arms, just like
any other French man-at-arms
although of teenage years, broke
from his fellow
defenders and laid about
him with sword. First
one, then another, and
another and another
Viking fell.
A chant began
among the Frenchmen.
"Carter, Carter, Carter!"
The Frenchman
advanced and slew
again and again. His
fates swept Viking after
Viking from the top of
the wall.
Vikings on the wall for good,
Turn 5.

In shock,
Wrathbar saw the
teenage defender thrust
his sword clean through
Vengebar. With nary a
hesitation, the teenage
death machine swirled through the rest of the Vikings in the section and even some on the stairs.
In all, 20 Vikings, including Vengebar, laid on the wall or the ground below, slaughtered in a
teenage frenzy against the loss of only two. A full tenth of the Viking losses came from this one melee.
Elsewhere Along the Wall
All along the wall, Viking incursions painfully took section by section. Indeed, one wall section
was knocked down by Viking catapults, opening the way into Paris.
Yet the desperate, if wily and ruthless, French did the unthinkable -- they turned their own
catapults upon their own wall. To be fair, the Viking bombardments rattled the section to within an inch
of structural instability even as Vikings swept the section clear of defenders and clambered atop the wall.
All those Vikings proved too good a target. The French commander slammed a rock into the wall
and the section came tumbling down, killing all the Vikings on it. Still, two ways into Paris were opened
up and many section were cleared of defenders, who crowded into the higher towers.

Horn of Despair
In this moment
of victory, Wrathbar
didn't know who blew
the Horn of Despair,
but he heard the notes.
So did the
reinforcements in the
longships who had not
been in the battle. They
turned their ships
around and fled
downriver.
End of game position. Note
breach on right, but too late
– the Viking morale
failed…twice.

Wrathbar
wanted to continue the
fight, but the Horn of
Despair sounded again.
This time, all his fellow Vikings turned and fled, pushing
the ships from shore and heading downriver.
The Siege of Paris was over...for now.
Aftermath
By my notes, Turn 1 was rowing towards the city
and Turn 2 had the Vikings hit the shore. Turn 2 also saw
the siege tower get hit by four points of damage from
French catapults. Turn 3 saw the tower reach the wall
along with the ladders -- if you're going to assault, assault
all at once and I grabbed a foothold, in part due to card
draws.
Turn 4 saw young Carter outroll me in even up d6
rolls. He killed 20, yes, twenty, and lost only 2 -- and one
of those was because he rolled the die off the table!
Sheesh! What a run of ill luck!
Turn 5 saw the Vikings swarm the walls,
including one breach from Viking catapults and one from
French catapults.
Indeed, the French commander asked if his
archers on the tall towers can shoot into melees on the
wall sections. GM John said sure, but 50% of the time,
you hit your own men. The French commander replied,
"That's fine by me." Ruthless bugger.
Turn 5 and 6 were a blur of battle. At the end,
losses for both sides tallied more the one-third needed
(over 200 of 600 for Vikings and over 67 of 200 for
French) to trigger morale checks (8+ each on 2d6).
Erin Spiess (left), with support from Christin Sciulli, earns the Best of
Show award for her Saturday Siege of Paris game.

The Vikings blew their morale check, but the

French made theirs. The Vikings blew a second morale check and that sealed the victory for the French.
'Twas a well-played, great-looking game all around with enough slaughter to please everyone.
Of note, the Saturday version, run by Erin Spiess and with a considerable number of youngsters
playing, won the HMGS Best of Show award.

Dealer Hall
Wide aisles, brightly lit,
and packed with a variety of
historical, and not so historical,
items, the dealer hall teemed with
all things miniatures, games,
terrain, books, and more.
Dealer area from the entrance.

My purchases were rather
modest, mostly in the terrain
category, as I'm still working off
Cold Wars and past Historicon
purchases, but also included Mike's
glue. Glue? Yes, glue. He
impressed me when he repaired a
broken spear from next door booth
Fernando Enterprises. It's a twopart process for miniatures, one is
the glue, which gives you 10
minutes to position a part, and the
other is the accelerant, which
bonds instantly.
Fernando Enterprises’ Fernando checks
figures of Donald Hauser as Ranil Victor
(left) looks on.

I usually use a tube of
Duco Cement, which is good, but
comes undone. Mike's pair is $18,
or about twice a Duco tube, but I
found his demonstration, as
polished as any late-night infomercial, partially compelling, but the mended spear shaft sold me.
Bases at the Flames of War booth are always a stop. In this case, I picked up some long
rectangles for my decade-old Snappy WWII project. I had tried out shorter 2x1-inch bases, and they work
fine per se, but divisional OOBs have lots of battalions. That's fine if you want a player to be a divisional
commander, but as veteran Snappy Nappy players know, I'm looking to make players corp commanders,

The other side of the dealer hall, in blurry ‘detail.’

which means stepping up to regiments for the infantry, which means scaling up the bases to come close to
my intended ground scale.
I think I've got it. I know, I know. If I published a rules set every time I said 'I think I got it,' I'd
have a half dozen WWII sets out by now. And they'd work, but be clunkier than I want. I just haven't
correlated the vision in my head, the flow of the rules, and the results of history to my satisfaction.
I was looking for flocking for above-mentioned bases when I ran across a buy two get one free
sale and loaded up with a variety of colors. Mixing colors is a good way to vary the overall greenness of a
base. So, browns, greens, and tans it was.
Stopped by Decision
Games' booth to say hello as 'the
other Lockwood.' DG hired a
fellow with the last name
Lockwood as game developer.
I've chatted with his wife, also at
DG, about Lockwood geneology
in the US. In 2030, it'll be 400
years in the US. If I'm still around, I think I'll throw myself a party.
And I have to praise DG for the vast array of its games in the Game Library, especially the
smaller folio games. I easily spent an hour poking through the selections, filing names for later
consideration and order through my favorite local game store, On Military Matters.
OMM no longer exhibits at shows, but the store remains in full operation, five days a week and
often a sixth. Dennis attends the shows, but as a gamer, not an exhibitor, although you can often find his
company's wares at the Silver Eagle booth.
I stopped by all the other booths for a quick look or two. Some printed, interlocking hexes caught
my eye, as did a variety of figures, the displayed paint jobs, and rules.
Books
I said hello to Casemate Books' Will, who I've met over the
years, and his associate Matt, who I just met. Sadly, I missed Ryan, but
there's always another show.
They had their usual spread of books across several booth
spaces. Casemate has sent books over the years, first for MagWeb, for
review. Most of its books are well-crafted winners in my opinion. Will
thanked me for my diligence in keeping up with reviews.
HMGS has been kind enough to provide me with a blog on the
HMGS.org website for book reviews from a multitude of publishers, so this seems as good a place as any
to plug the website, currently with just over 50 reviews:
https://www.hmgs.org/blogpost/1779451/Historical-Book-Reviews
Schiffer Publishing also took a booth and I
introduced myself to Harrison and John and pointing
them to the above website. They noted the Legends of
Warfare series was doing well, as well as Napoleonic
Prussian history and perennial favorite WWII.
I also spent time with Vince at Winged Hussar
Publishing. He's been beavering away at improving the
quantity and quality of books, from fiction to non-fiction. He's had good success
with Eastern European history, especially covering the Polish Army of 1939.
I had a nice chat with George Nafziger about this and that, quite often not
about gaming. The guy should write his autobiography.

Red Alert Friday: Borgs in Space!
That game design machine, Richard Borg, had
a corner booth in the back and was showcasing his
latest creation, Red Alert, a big $140 retail sci-fi game
with a cloth of big space hexes, card decks, dice, and
90 spaceship miniatures. Well, it sure looked
impressive. A little paint on the plastic ships would
make it even more so. I sat down for a couple of demo
turns against Dave, who was eyeing this up for his
grandson (thataway, Dave -- start 'em early).
Each side gets two fleets of a certain
points size (each group of ships in a hex costing a
certain amount of points), two card decks (one
action and one special), ship cards, and a number
of dice.
The action deck uses the Borg trope of
splitting the board into left, right, and central
sectors and providing cards that mandate a
maximum amount of moves per sector.
Sometimes, you get cards that allow one group to
move in each sector, other times you get three
group moves in one sector and none in the other,
or some combo.
Rocketeer Richard the Marketeer.

Of course, being a wise guy, I questioned
why -- in the 38th Century, with warp/FTL drive,
lasers, and all the computing power necessary to
run all of it -- I couldn't move and fire all my
ships instead of having them sit like inert blocks
of iron. Didn't Borg the designer watch the
Federation battle at 359 Wolf against the borg in
Star Trek? Simultaneous fire all over the place.
Nope. It's like you're playing ACW. Or
ancients. Or WWII ... Bah-dum-bum.
Red Mechanics
Anyway, it's move, shoot, do damage,
and then the target group (if any ships remain)
fire back. The ship cards provide the basics and
the special cards provide the wrinkles, like
shoot first, or evade before being shot, or move
quickly, and so on.
From left to right: Dave ponders the chart, Mrs. Borg
tallies up husband points Richard needs to offset her
sitting in a wargame convention booth [Hint: I’m still
trying to earn enough HP for all the times Mrs. Lockwood
sat in the MagWeb booth…], and Richard.

Combat is tossing a number of dice as
per the ship card, reduced by range and cover.
Each d6 contains color-coded sides for Light,

Medium, and Heavy ship hits. For example, if your target is a Light ship, Medium and Heavy icons are
ignored. A Star result gets a star token, an explosion icon is a conditional hit, and a Red Alert side forces
the opponent back two hexes for repairs.
The Star tokens allow you to pay for special card use, fix Red Alert 'damage,' and perform some
other actions. They're like currency or resources, as the more you have, the more options you have. You
start with five and can pick them up each turn.
Hits remove one ship from the group in the hex. When all ships of a group are gone, the opponent
gets ship card, worth a certain number of victory points. First one to the VP total wins the scenario.
For grognards, it's all simple enough to understand, although the shuffling of decks provide
enough variety of stratagems and the dice provide enough variety of luck. Indeed, Dave did quite well
foiling my attacks and pressing his own.
One big box, lots of ships, a cool-looking space cloth full of hexes, and a simple, but varietyfilled system. If you have other ships, like Star Trek, Star Wars, Babylon 5, Battlefleet Gothic, or others,
they'll fit right in. Plays quick and I'm sure he sold a ton of boxes already.

UltraCombat Saturday: Normandy
In the middle of the dealer area, Dennis
and I sat down for a quick demo game of
UltraCombat Normandy, a WWII skirmish game
using cards and a d20, with Chris Bennett.
Dennis took the Germans and I took the 82nd
Airborne in a night action.
My paratroopers were grouped into two
fire teams, in my case one of scouts and leader
and the other of four paratroopers. Cards detail
activation, with each figure having 3 Action
Points to do something -- move 6 inches, hunker
down in cover (called 'going firm'), aim, do
something special, or fire (although a second fire
requires 2 AP and a third fire requires 4AP). The
leader can add 3APs as part of his role as leader,
which is how you can get to 4APs.
UC uses the oft-used roll to spot, roll to
hit, roll for save (only a 1 or 2 on a d20), and roll
for damage for firing combat. Being night,
spotting was difficult, my initial roll needing a 1,
2, or 3 to see the Germans walking down the
lane. I made the low-odds roll and took a potshot. Rifle range was unlimited, as the rules use a
scale of 1 inch equals 2 meters.
Germans head down the road from upper left as my 82nd
Airborne lad head towards the hedge.

I inflicted two hits, Dennis rolled one
lucky save, and my damage roll was a pin.
Damage triggered a morale roll, which Dennis
made and unpinned his fire team. My other shots were more accurate and I eventually plugged two of the
Germans. At which point, everyone dug into the hedgerows.
Card Play
In addition, players get Doctrine cards to play, which offer benefits to one side or the other. Mine
were not applicable per se, but could be used as a trump card to cancel an opponent card. You can't trump
a trump card, however.

The only hiccup was that the 'target moving' die modifier for shooting was -4 and 'target going
firm' die modifier for hunkering down in cover was also -4. To my mind, the DMs shouldn't be the same
when walking upright versus hugging the ground or being partially concealed by a tree or building. We
tried to figure out why no difference, but our only explanation was that moving figures cannot use the aim
action (+4 perhaps, I can't recall the exact modifier), which has nothing to do with being shot at. I
suggested that either going firm should be -6 instead of -4 or that moving should be -2 instead of -4. To
me, it's a perception thing. With the book just released, you'll probably have to make it a house rule if
your logic or perception matches mine. Fair warning: logic and perception are in the mind of the
beholder.
Still, it moved well enough for the simple 7-on-7 scenario. We didn't get into assaults (melees),
but Chris noted that certain damage rolls caused a surrender in melee. That's a nice gaming and realistic
touch.
The cards certainly add another element of luck (of the draw) and skill (when to play) as the
Doctrine cards reflect a particular army's tactics. Presumably, a good GM will design a scenario with a
specific subset of these cards to match the experience and situation of the forces involved to better reflect
some portion of a battle.

Combat Command Saturday: WWII in 15mm
Sadly, the Saturday WWI game I had
signed up for was cancelled as players, including
me, showed up but the GM didn't. It happens, but
there's a convention full of games and you can
often find room in one or another. In my case, I
wandered down to the flea market, then up to the
dealer's hall and then ran into an acquaintance from
games past, who noted they had room in a WWII
game called Combat Command. About this time, I
saw Dan on walkabout and called him over. So, we
had a nice foursome for the game between
Jason invites me and Dan to join a Combat Command game in
progress. In case you can’t read his T-shirt, it says, ‘History
Nerd.’

Germans vs US somewhere in France, 1944.
As we like to often do, we let fate pick
which side we would be. I ended up Germans and
was given a HQ platoon (Panther with 37mm AA
Flakwagen vehicle and kubelwagen) and my
choice of two other platoons. Let me tell you, I
looked long and hard at the single Tiger II as one
of those commands, as I had never gamed with a
Tiger II. However, I skipped over it for three Pz
IVs for one platoon and a halftrack and truck with
infantry as the second platoon. I noticed this was
an objective game, so figured I would need bodies
to grab them.
In a mechanic akin to the sci-fi rules NetEpic
(see my May 11, 2019 AAR), players place objectives
on the other half of the table, then try to capture and
hold them.
Jason and a far too relaxed Russ (purple shirt) press the attack. My
three Pz IVs are in front of me with the mounted infantry hiding
behind the ruins. The Panther, 37mm Flakwagen, and kubelwagen
are in front of Jason. Photo by Dan.

Turn Sequence
You place orders, move, then Engagement Fire
(simultaneous 'First Fire' by stationary units), the Advance
Fire (simultaneous firing by units that moved), Artillery,
and Melee. There's a Rally phase in there somewhere, I
believe after you place orders.
Ta-daaa! Dan rolls for his Shermans while umpire Tom Thomas checks
the range for US fire.

Movement is a simple 6 inches for infantry, 10
inches for tanks, and 12 inches for halftracks and trucks.
Firing uses a simple chart to hit with a d10 and
then a little more complicated d10 chart for damage. To
hit is based on range with a few die modifiers for terrain,
firing unit being pinned, and so on.
Damage requires a comparison between the type
of gun firing (41 types) and the type of armor (nine types)
on the target. The heavier the gun and the lighter the
armor, the better the chance for a brew up. You cross
index the gun and armor and roll the die. If you double the
number at the intersection, brew up! If less, ping! No
effect. I forgot the rest exactly, but if you equal the
number, the target is unharmed but forced back, and if you
exceed the number but below doubling, it's forced back
and suppressed, needing a rally roll to bring it back into
action. I know that much of what the Panther hit was
flamed, at least until the M36 Jackson zeroed in and
flamed the Panther. Shermans and Pz IVs were an even up fight.
Dan had the same HQ plus two platoons and took Shermans.
Panzers Ho!
I sent the Pz IVs along the left side of
the battlefield, scooping up one objective and
heading for another that was intertwined with
wrecks from both sides. I traded shots with
Shermans, getting the best of it with a couple
lucky die rolls.
Marc (left), Dan, and another US player wearing a
NOVAG club shirt confer about the American
predicament. Jason’s panzers have crested Hill 0.1
middle left.

The HQ Panther headed for the
bridge in the center, seeking a clear lane of
fire off to the right where most of the
American armor huddled hull down along a
ridge. The 37mm flak provided support and a
little firepower on the American infantry
hunkered down in the ruins of a village.
Sherman shots rung the Panther's
armor like a bell, but failed to penetrate the frontal armor. My return fire picked off a M-18 tank
destroyer, a Sherman, and some armored vehicle with a big-bore gun on it. I have no idea what it was -Hauptman Lochtvood obviously needs more time with a tank recognition manual.
It was a fatal mistake.

A M-36 tank destroyer put a
HVAP shell through the Panther's hull,
brewing it up to the cheers of the
Americans.
Armor carnage around Hill 0.1. Note the brick
corner next to the pinned vehicle. That’s an
objective marker, securely in German hands.

Meanwhile, my infantry
dismounted from the half track and truck
and laid fire on an American jeep and
recon team, which had nabbed an objective. My unengaged Pz IV did in the jeep and the MG42 did in in
recon team, allowing me to grab that objective. As the Pz IVs headed off to Hill 0.1, my infantry filtered
through a village and nearby woods to bring pressure on those American infantry, which was caught in a
deadly crossfire. They eventually broke and ran for the rear.
Oddly enough, although half-track 'support' adds 1 to the die roll, you cannot target or destroy
half tracks. I'd make a house rule allowing them as targets. If you want the half tracks and trucks so far
forward as to fire at the enemy, then they should be allowable targets, especially at this scale.
Battle for Hill 0.1
Sure, it was only a
bump in the terrain, but many a
tank wreck populated the area
on and around it. There was
also an objective marker there,
which explains the armored
attention.
Towards the end of the game. My trio
of Pz IVs are on and around Hill 0.1
while my infantry filters through the
forest and fields. The Panther is a ball
of fire, but so is US armor at upper
right. The US infantry in the ruin
would be chased away with casualties.

Darkness Falls
Actually, event time was up, but same
difference. Ignoring the losses, the Germans
took four or five objectives to one or two for
the Americans. The rules flowed well enough
for a convention game, and likely some of the
detail was glossed over, but it's worth another
go.
Thursday Night 6:34pm in the Commonwealth Room.

Friday Night
HMGS Membership Meeting
Yes, the quorum was achieved and two new boardmembers greeted the audience: Jim Stanton
(Sec and Education) and Tim Broome (Convention Ops). John Spiess (Pres), Mike Fatovic (Treas), Bill
White (IT), John Hollier (Communications), and Dave Waxtel (VP) were the other members. John
expressed a big thanks to outgoing members Scott Landis and Paul Trani for all their hard work.

Freedom Hall on Thursday.

The board applauded
the herculean efforts of
Convention Director Joby
Miller and other volunteers in
getting Historicon moved to
the Lancaster Marriott and
Convention Center, admitting
that not everything may have
been perfect, but all were
taking notes and trying to
make it better on the fly as well as for post-convention
studying for the 2020 show.
I should point out that my overview is an unofficial
account of the membership meeting. HMGS will post the
official minutes on the HMGS website. All errors are my own,
so in advance, mea culpa if I did not get every nuance correct.
Tournament area in Freedom Hall with jungle-themed terrain.

Partnerships?
Part of the discussion involved the preliminary idea of
partnering with other groups for a larger convention. As the
hobby grays, the groundswell of young people, although many
were in attendance, is not on the same scale as an Origins or a
GenCon, and the fear is that in a decade Historicon will end
up a 500-person day show.
John stressed the very preliminary nature of
partnering, requiring considerable more background info, due
diligence, and financial analysis to see if it makes sense. One
that was mentioned was with HMGS MidWest for a
Historicon-Little Wars pairing.
Another possibility was with Adepticon, which
apparently gets 7,000 attendees to
do tournament gaming of all types,
from historicals to sci-fi.
Friday morning 10:06 am in the
Commonwealth Room.

Granted, the last time
HMGS partnered with anyone was
way back with Atlanticon, and
board members have memories of
the deal -- so bad that HMGS
created Historicon. The last
meeting between HMGS and
Atlanticon ended up with Wally Simon (he of Wally Simon's Basement) pulling out his banjo and
serenading the departing Atlanticon folks with 'So Long It's Been Good to Know Ya.'
So, as you can imagine, the board is treading quite slowly and lightly about any of this.
Education Outreach
So far, 200-250 kids, aged 12 to 16 years old, have been through the painting and gaming
programs set up by HMGS with various teachers and schools. Grants are usually $300 to $500 with the

idea of teaching teachers to use
gaming and painting skills in the
classroom to explore history. The
example given was using a simple
jousting game to aid in learning
medieval history. The grants cover
supplies and cost of materials.
A blur of activity at 8:34pm on Friday in the
Commonwealth Room as I teetered on a
chair trying for a drone shot.

For 2020 Cold Wars,
HMGS is exploring a free
program to encourage teachers
and students to attend on
Thursday.
And in the Heritage Room at 8:29 pm on
Friday.

An article in Wargamer's
Illustrated highlighted the Battle
of Peleliu in miniatures at
a school in Tarrytown,
NY, aided by HMGS and
member Jared Fishman,
different from last year's
Borodino game.
More gaming activity at 10:21
am on Saturday in the
Commonwealth Room.

Estates and Donations
HMGS is also
starting a program to
allow gamers, or if
they've passed, their
estates, to donate figures,
terrain, and collections for
HMGS to in turn provide
these to schools. HMGS
had its first anonymous
donation by the widow of
a gamer of about $2,000
worth of Wings of Glory,
Sails of Glory, and more.
The tournament scene in
Freedom Hall at 2:44pm
Saturday.

Alternately, they're considering collections that could be sold in the Flea Market, with 50% of the
proceeds going to HMGS education programs.

Treasurer's Report
A handout
listed HMGS' Net
Assets as of Dec 31,
2018 at $380,873,
and as of Jun 30,
2019 as $427,064.
Winding down in the
Heritage Room on
Saturday at 8:07pm.

For more comparison, Net Assets as of Dec 31, 2013 was $229,845, so progress over the years.
Net income for 2018 was $32,423, up from $22,707 in 2017, but down from $55,715 in 2013.
Membership revenues were $42,600 in 2018, down from $45,531 in 2017, but up from $41,190 in
2013.
Of particular note, the
income from conventions was much
higher in 2018 than the previous
three years, except for Fall In.
Cold Wars 2018: $18,253,
up from $2,602 in 2017 and $1,989
in 2016.
Historicon 2018: $32,297,
up from $2,965 in 2017 and $9,067
in 2016.
Fall In 2018: $12,538,
down from $19,755 in 2017 and
$13,497 in 2016.
For all the numbers in
between, see the HMGS.org
website.
GM Award Winners as of Friday night.

As for the Balance Sheet (a
draft copy as of Jun 30, 2019), the
board noted HMGS needed between
$200,000 and $250,000 in working
capital for a year of conventions.
Since the Net Assets total is
$427,064, the board noted $200,000
is in a CD that generated $274 in
three weeks of interest, or, put
another way, one new education
grant about every three weeks or a
month.
As for the rest, and I don't pretend to know what most of the entries
represent, I can figure out that total liabilities are a modest $123.11 and I like
that low number.
Note that my overview is just that, an overview based primarily on
handouts. You can get the full scoop at the website once it becomes posted
copy.
Miniature Building Authority buildings were on many tables.

Historicon 2019
Space was indeed a little tight this year, but
they're working on making it better for next year.
Apparently, us gamers drank the hotel out of $2
beer specials on Thursday. Oh the humanity.
Little Wars TV host Greg (in LWTV shirt) coaxes a young gamer into
making a decision in a 6mm Gettysburg game.

Fall In 2019
The convention work is moving full speed ahead
for the Valley Forge show. Of note, HMGS received a
$2,000 bonus, already paid, from the Pennsylvania
Tourist Bureau for having the convention at Valley
Forge.
Bylaws
The bylaws are still under attorney review to
make incremental improvements. Stay tuned.

Marriott vs. Host
In physical comparisons, the Lancaster
Marriott/Convention Center's 90,000 square feet proved
a vertical venue versus the horizontal venue of the
Lancaster Host's 88,000 square feet. That is to say, the
Marriott's lowest level held Wally's Basement Flea
Market, The Freedom Hall one floor up held the
combination dealer hall and tournament room, and the
next floor up held the Commonwealth Ballroom with
club and scheduled gaming. The next floor up held the
Heritage Ballroom and more scheduled gaming, with
open gaming in the surrounding hallway (as well as the
Game Lending Library).
And another 6mm ACW game.

The next floor up I believe held Hobby
University. Although I saw the flag on some balcony, I
never quite got there. I also never made it to the lecture
hall and never saw any flag, so missed sitting in on a
lecture or two as I usually do.
Those who've been to the Host know that only
one floor separates the main Distelfink ballroom with the
Lampeter ballroom for gaming, while the dealer area is
across the parking lot in the former Tennis Barn. Hobby
University, Lecture room, and club rooms are on one of these two levels. Some additional gaming is up a
half-flight of stairs next to the kids' rumpus room. Thus, it's a pretty flat layout.
Two banks of elevators connect all the Marriott/Convention Center floors along with a set of
escalators -- although one of them, sadly the "up" escalator, was out of action for the weekend between
one of the floors.

Not Quite Perfection
Several attendees complained
about the noise and close quarters in the
Marriott gaming ballrooms. Indeed, it was
quite loud at times, which I surmise would
be about the same level of noise at the
Host if every all games in the Host side
rooms were crammed into the Lampeter
and Distelfink main ballrooms. I imagine
some of the GMs could become hoarse
after day or two of shouting.
Tim Broome’s Command Decision D-Day game.
Sword Beach, I believe. That’s CD expert Marc
standing up and getting to game instead of umpire.

Some of the aisles were rather
narrow at times, which could be a problem
if you're lugging a cart full of terrain and figures or
using a mobility scooter. Sometimes I found the
quickest way between two points was to exit the
ballroom, swing around in the hallway, and enter
through a different door.
Still, I maneuvered through the various
gaming sessions, sat down to chat with friends at this
game and that, and just watched how rules worked
and games flowed.
Of course, I often stopped to admire some of
the fantastic terrain and well-painted miniatures laid
out on the tables. We truly have considerable talent
packed away in this hobby and Historicon puts that
all on display.
An Indiana Jones game in action.

Not that I would get any terrain awards for
any of my gaming setups. I learned long ago, and am
always made painfully aware, of my artistic
shortcomings. I mean, I failed stick-figure drawing
class and even my felt terrain license is about to be
revoked. To me, Roy G. Biv is a bully and the 16.7
million colors of a computer palette offer 16.7
million ways not to paint a figure -- unless it's for
modern art. You'd think I would do nothing by
Hobby University classes...but that's where the flea market
comes in. Plenty of painted figures for sale there.
Pete Panzeri (blue shirt) runs a modern game on the Indiana Jones table, with
a change of terrain of course.

Flea Market
Wally's Basement was indeed in the basement, or, the
lowest level, of the facility. It was generally a hoppin' place
Thursday night, Friday, and Saturday, but practically deserted on
Sunday morning. I picked up some painted figures and terrain

and noted a brisk business
throughout the first three days.
Sunday, not so much.

Saturday Night Gaming:
War of the Roses
Dan brought four of his
25mm War of the Roses armies
for a late afternoon, early evening
game. Basically, it was Marc
against me and when John arrived,
Dan against John.
Marc (left) forces a mighty think on Russ.

These were one-on-one games instead of the usual
multiplayer WoR bashes we run. The rules are heavily
modified DBA/DBM/DBMM/DBR/DBX/DBDan...
In my game, Marc ran into my skillfully crafted,
exceptionally effective, veteran arrow storm that picked off his
archers. My genius? I outrolled him.
John (left) tries to crash through Dan’s line before his flank falls.

We had the same number of archer units at roughly
equal spots in the line. Once you start to get an archer edge, it's
tough to come back and you have to trust to closing and
meleeing your way out of such uneven exchanges.
While Marc tried to put the screws to me and gave me a long think
from time to time, my counters and a continuing genius at rolling better
allowed me to prevail.
As for John and Dan, when I finally looked up from my game, John
had an opportunity or two to cave in Dan's line, but Dan just escaped until his
flanking troops paved the way to victory.
Good games, both.
Marc felt the wrath of my archers and now he will know the points of my billmen, who
advanced through the archers to be in front.

Saturday Night Gaming: Mew, Mew, Boom
Riddle me this, bat gamers... What goes mew, mew, boom?
Um, the opening notes of Eiffel 65's Blue (Da Ba Dee)?
No. It's the sound a kitten makes when it explodes.
That's terrible. Call the SPCA!
Relax. Let me explain...
Marc had to leave, so the three of us went looking for trouble in
the Game Lending Library, and boy did we find it with a card game
called Exploding Kittens. A buddy of mine, Bill, arrived right then, so we
invited him to find out what this game with the intriguing name is all
about.
Basically, you don't want to be tagged with an exploding kitten
card, which everyone wants to toss at their opponents. Fortunately, you
have defuse cards that cancel such entrail-exposing events. You also toss
pairs of cards, like Taco Cat, which is a palindrome, to force players to

draw or discard or steal cards.
As the deck draws down, exploding kitten cards need to be
taken care of, and sooner or later, someone lacks a defuse card and
so...mew, mew boom!
Well, this goofy card game was good for a chuckle or two,
but we put it back after one 15-minute game.
Top: Exploding kitten cards. Bottom: John (left) and Dan plot
KittenArmageddon.

Saturday Night Gaming: Arthur, King of
the Britons
How do you know he's king?
He's holding the King Arthur card. What, you
were expecting a different answer?
Shadows Over Camelot, a euro boardgame, is an
exercise in resource management as we four knights of
the Round Table sought to complete quests and keep the bad guys
from overruning Camelot. There is actually a traitor knight in the
game, but we ignored the traitor aspect as recommended by the rules
for first-time players. A traitor would really cause considerably more
problems than the basic system.
Basically, each turn you have to perform a mandatory bad
thing -- add an enemy catapult to the siege of Arthur's castle (when 12
are outside, we lose), turn over a bad guy card and perform the action
indicated (usually placing impediments in quests), or take a hit and
lose a hit point (you start with four each). Then, you get to do one
good deed of several available, mostly play a good card, and if you are
so inclined, take another hit (lose 1 HP) and perform a different good
deed.
What is the Speed...Oh, Never
Mind
The main quests are for
the Holy Grail, Lancelot's
Armor, and the Sword from the
Lady of the Lake.
John (left), Dan (center), and Bill
contemplate the complete lack of any
Castle Anthrax peril. The long board at
right is the Grail quest, the bluish board
is the Sword quest, and the orangey
board is the Armor quest. The main
board has the round table in one corner,
Picts and Saxons on two corners, and
the Joust in the fourth corner (under the
rule book). Plastic catapults go in the
middle.

Success comes from playing a variety of good cards to fill up empty
spots. Success gets you some beneficial powers and you can lay 'good swords' on
the Round Table.
Knight figures in the game. Picts and Saxons figures are also included. Photo from web.

If the bad cards fill up the
spots, more catapults are added to the
siege, and often 'bad swords' are laid
on the Round Table. To win, you must
have more good swords than bad on
the Round Table.
Catapults start to add up. Merlin is a good card
as this one removes a catapult. We completed
one quest, hence the three good swords.

Other danger are invasions by
Picts and Saxons, which require, you
guessed it, good cards to defeat, and
the Black Knight joust, which
requires...wait for it....good cards to
win.
With four of us, and
presumably free to share information
because there is no traitor knight in our
midst, we could jockey around the
various quests well enough. Mind you,
it was nip and tuck there for a while as
we all wound down to only 1 HP left.
Indeed, Bill's knight suffered more
than a flesh wound and died, only to be
brought back by the Grail (a one-time
benefit). We were up to 11 catapults at
times, and one of the repercussions of
losing a quest was the addition of
more catapults.
John managed to grab the
armor, but our efforts to snag the
sword failed. We got close, but a
progression of bad cards swept it away downstream. We
managed to fend off both Saxon and Pict invasions, but we
did lose a joust or two. You just can't put enough good cards
everywhere, so you figure out what you can lose and let it go.
Finally, after an hour and half or maybe two hours,
we calculated that we had amassed enough good swords to
win, assuming we limited the bad swords to just the empty
spaces and not any that would replace the good swords. We
jiggered it around so that we lost a couple quests to fill the
Round Table and so squeaked out a victory.
Interesting game and worth another go, especially
with an additional player or two and a traitor. I suspect it
would not be an easy victory with a traitor knight ... and no
police to arrest him either.
Another quest completed and three more swords. Upper right, our five good
cards defeat the Picts.

A Word About Food
As noted, the hotel Grill served up great, if a tad
pricey food. However, if you braved the heat, you could find
a number of restaurants within a block or two.

Sadly, the Italian restaurant across the street was
closed for all of July, so we went down the block to a
sandwich shop called JJs or something like that. It's the
equivalent of a Subways -- competent, but the bread
served at chains never comes close to proper crusty bread
of the mom and pop delis I frequent.
Gunfighters Ball game.

Down the block to the left was a brew pub with
decent pulled pork BBQ sandwich platter and a summer
pale ale with a hint of grapefruit flavor. Not bad at all.
Plenty of seating at about 3pm.
A block and a half to the right was an
Irish pub that was quite good for a dinner on
Saturday. Make a reservation -- it filled up by
5pm or 5:30pm.
I never quite got over to the market
building, but that's obviously for next year,
assuming we're back at the Marriott/LCC.
Another Wild West game, this one based on an old board
game, Have Gun Will Travel, based on an old TV show.

Hit the Road
We were on the road by 10am with
another great Historicon in the rear view mirror.
Fears of great calamities and catastrophes failed
to appear, at least to me, although I'm sure minor
blips and hitches did pop up from time to time.
For example, I'm sure some folks hauling a load
of gaming figures were inconvenienced by the
parking lot being a block and a half away
because the attached lot was full.
Bill's blog noted a preliminary figure of
2200 attendees, which isn't bad considering
numerous pre-convention jitters making their
way around the internet. If you adopted a waitand-see position for 2019, I believe you'll find it
was a great convention at a great, if different and
vertical, site. See you in 2020!
Hugh (bottom left) enjoys a pirate vs cannibal natives skirmish
game of Donnybrook.

Below: Dan (right) in a Spanish Civil War battle using Chain of
Command.
Right: Invasion of Peleliu.

Above: Star Wars – Attack on Hoth. Right: To Catch a King – Napoleonic French invasion of England.

Above: Larry (center) in the team Flames of War
tournament.
Left: On Friday, Flames of War tournament gamers plot
their forces and strategy.
Below left: Bolt Action tournament in progress.
Far Below below left: Dennis maneuvers in La Art de la
Guerre tournament.
Below right: Regimental Fire & Fury ACW game in
progress. Rich Hasenauer in middle.

Center above: What a Tanker game.

